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Electronic Ticket Receipt Booking ref SYAJVF

Document Issue Date 27 December
23

Agency RAPTIM DEUTSCHLAND GMBH
LCC BUSINESS TRAVEL
ANTON-KURZE-ALLEE 6
DE-52064 AACHEN

Telephone +49 (0) 241 4006990
Fax +49 (0) 241 40069920
Email service@raptim.de
Website www.raptim.de
IATA 23212254

Agent RALF GIESEN
Telephone +4940069917
Email giesen@raptim.de

-Traveler Ticket Number Issuing Airline
-KIM/Inyoung Mrs 988-2649734863 Asiana Airlines

-

Itinerary
-
Wednesday 03 January 2024

Check-in

Asiana Airlines OZ 222 (Operated By Asiana Airlines, OZ)
03 January 09:50 INCHEON INTERNATIONAL SEOUL Terminal : 1Departure

03 January 09:40 JOHN F KENNEDY INTL NEW YORK Terminal : 1Arrival

Scan for check-in. Not to be used
as boarding pass.

13:50h (Non Stop)Duration

Economy (M)Class

ConfirmedBooking Status

Equipment Airbus A350-900

Airline Contact Incheon International - 1588 8000

John F Kennedy Intl - 318 9200

Seat 17H(Non smoking,AISLE) - Confirmed for KIM/Inyoung Mrs

Baggage Allowance 2PC for KIM/Inyoung Mrs

Flight Meal Breakfast, Lunch
-At check-in, you must show a photo ID.

-
Baggage Policy

ICNJFK

UPTO50LB 23KG AND62LI 158LCM
OR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
OR DUFFEL BAG B4 BAG SEA BAG
OR GOLF EQUIPMENT

1st Checked Bag Free of Charge

UPTO50LB 23KG AND62LI 158LCM
OR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
OR DUFFEL BAG B4 BAG SEA BAG
OR GOLF EQUIPMENT

2nd Checked Bag Free of Charge

CARRY-ON BAG:

ICNJFK: MAX 1PC Free of Charge UPTO 22LB 10KG AND45LI 115LCM

LB = Weight In Pounds, KG = Weight In Kilos, LI = Linear Inches, LCM = Linear Centimeters, MAX = Maximum Allowed, PC = Number of Pieces

Baggage allowance and charges are provided for information only. Additional discounts may apply depending on advance purchase or Flyer-specific
factors (e.g. Frequent flyer status, military, Credit card used for purchase, early purchase over the internet, etc.) Most carriers' e-tickets have expiration
dates and conditions of use. Check the carrier's fare rules for more information.

Airline Booking Reference OZ/SYAJVF

Receipt
Ticket number : 988-2649734863 KIM/Inyoung Mrs Ticketed Date: 27Dec23

City Airline Date Fare Basis Not valid before Not valid after
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ICN - JFK ASIANA AIRLINES 03Jan MHXOKU --

-Form of payment : INV

Tax : EUR 19.62BP EUR 19.16US EUR 3.48XA

EUR 6.36XY EUR 6.33YC

Airline Surcharges : EUR 105.77YQ

Issuing Airline : ASIANA AIRLINES

Restriction(s)/Endorsements : MILE UG J/C/D/Y/B/M ONLY NONENDS -BG OZ

The fare that applies on the date of purchase is only valid for the entire itinerary and the specific travel dates mentioned on the ticket.

-

Our company wishes you a very pleasant trip.
This document establishes the creation of your electronic ticket(s) in our computer systems.

-
Carriage and other services provided by the carrier are subject to conditions of carriage, which are hereby incorporated by reference. These conditions may be
obtained from the issuing carrier. The itinerary/receipt constitutes the passenger ticket for the purposes of article 3 of the Warsaw convention, except where the
carrier delivers to the passenger another document complying with the requirements of article 3. Passengers on a journey involving an ultimate destination or a
stop in a country other than the country of departure are advised that international treaties known as the Montreal convention, or its predecessor, the Warsaw
convention, including its amendments (the Warsaw convention system), may apply to the entire journey, including any portion thereof within a country. For
such passengers, the applicable treaty, including special contracts of carriage embodied in any applicable tariffs, governs and may limit the liability of the
carrier. These conventions govern and may limit the liability of air carriers for death or bodily injury or loss of or damage to baggage, and for delay.
-
The carriage of certain hazardous materials, like aerosols, fireworks, and flammable liquids, aboard the aircraft is forbidden. If you do not understand these
restrictions, further information may be obtained from your airline.
-
Data Protection Notice: Your personal data will be processed in accordance with the applicable carrier’s privacy policy and, if your booking is made via a
reservation system provider (“GDS”), with its privacy policy. These are available at http://www.iatatravelcenter.com/privacy or from the carrier or GDS directly.
You should read this documentation, which applies to your booking and specifies, for example, how your personal data is collected, stored, used, disclosed and
transferred. (applicable for interline carriage)

-
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